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Let [St] be the (strongly continuous) semigroup of operators on 
L2(0, 1) defined as follows: if 0 ^ / < l , then 

Stf(x):= o üx^t, 

= ƒ ( * - / ) if t < x ^ 1 ; 

if t*zl, then S t = 0. The operators St are related to the classical 
Volterra operator J (Jf(x) =fof(t)dt) by the equation J=Jl Stdt or, 
what comes to the same thing, i\J(I—iKJ)~1=foe{KtStdt. These 
formulas, together with the uniqueness of the Fourier transform, 
permit one to pass readily from considerations concerning / to those 
about {St} and vice versa. This correspondence was used by Dixmier 
in [ l ] where, however, he considers these operators on L\. 

Let us note three properties of {St} : 
(a) each St is a partial isometry, 
(b) Si = 0 and Stj*0 if 0 ^ / < l , 
(c) {St} is irreducible. 

I t turns out that (a), (b), and (c) characterize {St} up to unitary 
equivalence. This is a special case of the following result. 

THEOREM. If {Wt} is a strongly continuous semigroup of operators 
on a Hilbert space and if {Wt\ satisfies (a) and (b), then a necessary 
and sufficient condition that {Wt} be unitarily equivalent to a direct 
sum of n copies of {St\ (n may be infinite) is that the von Neumann 
algebra generated by {Wt\ be a factor. 

The detailed proof will be published elsewhere, but a sketch may 
be of interest. The basic fact used (see [2]), is that a nilpotent par
tial isometry, all of whose powers are partial isometries has a sort of 
Jordan decomposition. Such an operator is, in fact, the direct sum 
of operators having a matrix representation: 

(0 0 • • • 0] 

ƒ 0 • • • 0 

0 ] • • • 0 

[Ó / ÓJ 
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A careful analysis of this representation applied to WV* permits 
us to construct projections E^ £ ̂  0, in the center of the von Neumann 
algebra generated by {W*}, with the property that W*|ran £$ = () 
if / ^ £ . The assumption that the algebra is a factor enables us to 
conclude that for O ^ / ^ l , ker(Wt) =ran(TFi_«). I t then follows easily 
that the minimal isometric dilation { Vt} has no unitary part and 
that £T = ran-L(Fi). Finally, the theorem is established by appealing 
to Cooper's characterization of isometric flows (see [3]). 
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